
Home Office
How is your team connecting to 
cloud apps and data when 
working remotely?

Network Security
How is IT securing network traffic 
and devices when people work 
from anywhere?
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Branch of One
Are you standardizing 

equipment and policies for 
remote employees?

Health and Safety
How are you communicating and 
enforcing new or changing safety 

protocols for employees?

Wireless Connectivity
Is your wireless network ready for 

Wi-Fi 6 and a multicloud 
environment?

Social Proximity
How are you handling 
occupancy monitoring and 
notifications?

Collab Spaces
What is your plan to update and support 
collab spaces? What A/V solutions and 
room/desk reservation applications are 
required for the new collab spaces?

Hybrid Collaboration
Do you have the right A/V and 

meeting tools to support teamwork 
with distributed workers?

Happy Workforce
How will you achieve a secure hybrid 

work ecosystem for anytime, anywhere, 
any device collaboration?

Ready to Reimagine Your Workplace? 

Download The Reimagined Workplace Guide: Return to the Office 
Checklist, or contact us at 855-324-9909. We’ll help you determine a 
plan of action based on your workplace ecosystem and timelines. 
With a global footprint and local resources, we can make your 
organization safe, socially distant, secure, and connected whether you 
have one office or hundreds of sites.

IT Visibility
Does IT have visibility into 
the user experience?
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Journey Back to the Office
Reimagining the Workplace to be Safer,
More Resilient, and Future-Ready 
Returning to the office isn’t just a matter of hand sanitizer and 
six-foot spacing. It’s changing the way we think about the 
traditional “9-to-5 work environment” to a new work from 
anywhere ecosystem where workers flow fluidly between and 
within office spaces. How do you ensure your building is safe, 
healthy, and ready for occupation when teams do return?

Here’s a step-by-step guide of what to consider when mapping out users return route to 
and through the reimagined workplace. 
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